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Boltzmann Equation in an Exterior Domain
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(Communicated by K6saku Y0SID., M. J. A., Jan. 12, 1980)

1. Problem and result. Let 0 be a bounded convex domain in
R (n_>3) with a smooth boundary and -Rn\O. Put Q-Y2 R and
S ((x, ) e 3Y2 R n(x). 0}, where n(x) is the inner normal of
at x. For u-u(t, x, ) which is related to the density of gas particles
at time t0 and a point x e 9 with a velocity e R, our equation is
described as follows;
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(1.3) ult=o=Uo(X, ).
Here C is a linear operator rom a function space on S- to the

imilar one on S*. Our assumptions on the collision operator L=,()
--K are those of cut-off hard potentials.

(1.4) ,() is continuous in , depends only on [1 and ,(),00
for some constant o.

(1.5) K(, )=K(, ) is real valued and continuous for ,
[ Ig(,)lpd< for some p, l<p<, [ Ig(,)l(l+ll)-"d
,R JR

gd(l+ll)-- for any
Moreover the operator L is non-negative self-adjoint in L(R)

and has an isolated eigenvalue 0 with eigenfunctions {1, $, ..., ,
X ex, (--1,.). (Noe ha he o,eraor K induced from he integral

kernel K(, ) is a eomaeg self-adjoing oeraor in
As for he opera,or C we assume
(1.6)

as an operator rom L(S p) to L(S p), whr p(a, D In(a).
and L(S p) is h spae o squar intgrabl uneion on S with

W dfin the linarizd Bolzmann operator B by
a () + K= -.--L with domain D()(1.7) B=--
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